On 19 October Fredrick Töben & Peter Hartung awaited that flow of ideas on the steps of Bonython Hall

ADELAIDE FESTIVAL OF IDEAS
17-20 October 2013

ANWAR IBRAHIM

IN CONVERSATION WITH WALEED ALY
Dissent and Democracy: an audience with Anwar Ibrahim

This podcast is from afoi 2013

Anwar Ibrahim is an internationally recognised champion of democracy. He has spent years championing free and fair electoral processes in Malaysia at great personal and political cost. Imprisoned and vilified, lauded around the world and lambasted in his own country, what sustains his ideals in an environment that appears devoid of political transparency? Where does he see the value in maintaining a viable opposition in Malaysia and how does this contribute to the development of democratic institutions?

In the wake of the controversial May elections Anwar will discuss why he’s stubbornly stayed in public life and to what end.

Introduced by Senator Nick Xenophon. In conversation with ABC Broadcaster Waleed Aly. Presented by Flinders University, The University of Adelaide and Optical Superstore.

The Adelaide Festival of Ideas is recorded by Radio Adelaide through the support of The Barr Smith Library, University of Adelaide, University of South Australia Library and Flinders University Library, so many more people can participate in this important exchange of ideas through radio broadcasts, podcasts and online library archives. https://radio.adelaide.edu.au/dissentanddemocracy-an-audience-with-anwar-ibrahim/

19 OCTOBER 2013

The entrance to Bonython Hall, The University of Adelaide
Mr Peter Hartung, director Adelaide Institute, surveying the scene outside the venue

Dr Anwar Ibrahim arrives
Dr Ibrahim with protesting students outside the venue

Dr Ibrahim, centre, about to enter Bonython Hall with Senator Nick Xenophon, upper right
Inside the hall – Waleed Ali, l, and Dr Ibrahim, r, and the only microphone available for question-time

-------------------------


*******

Brief Summary of conversation:

The Malaysian government has threatened students on scholarships studying at Australian universities that if they were to attend any function where Anwar Ibrahim is guest speaker, then their scholarship will be withdrawn. Against such measures, says Anwar Ibrahim, students and others must protest and challenge this kind of authoritarian behaviour. He praises Senator Nick Xenaphon supporting basic freedoms of human rights, and opposing such student intimidation. He does concede that sometimes bilateral trade and cross-border investments override such freedoms, which should not be compromised because our existence doesn’t ‘consist of statistics and numbers but people’s wellbeing’. He talks about good governance and ideals – money and business ‘should not be our raison d’être’.

He mentions the blindness or ambivalence/hypocrisy in diplomatic relations in Australian foreign policy that need to be corrected. The Australian government sacrificed human rights in its response to the threat made against Malaysian students by not stating that Malaysian students ‘studying in Australia should not be intimidated’. If it is maintained that Australia should not interfere, Anwar asks, ‘then why talk about Aung San Suu Kyi? Why send troops to Iraq? Why deplore the work of the Taliban? Let it be! You take a position because we protect human dignity.

It is obvious that Anwar Ibrahim is an idealist within whose mind concepts such as freedom, tolerance, justice, courage, hope and peace, for example, clash with authoritarianism, intolerance, hypocrisy and corruption. At the end of the conversation Anwar Ibrahim does mention how the UK and the USA derailed the Iranian democratic process in 1953 and installed a compliant Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi – all for the sake of satisfying the needs of a predatory oil industry, and ‘Syria is a tragedy of our time’.

Question Time:

ABC RADIO NATIONAL presenter, Waleed Ali, gave an introductory warning to prospective questioner:

I could keep going and I would like to but I won’t because it’s really now your opportunity to ask questions. There is a microphone there. Is there one up on the top level? Is that it over there? So if you want to ask questions form an orderly queue and we will take them from you. I would very much prefer, in fact I’m going to make it a rule that we have questions rather than statements. I work in radio so I have no problem cutting you off, if I have to – laughter - and so far we have only one, so we’ll go to that question. If you could say your name and then ask your question.

Fredrick Töben: Dr Ibrahim, I think you should come to Australia and join Justice Lander and assist him with

his corruption commission. What you’ve said is very interesting. Are you aware that in the western democracies everything is possible. You are allowed to deny the existence of God but you are not allowed to question the Holocaust – and I’ll finish on this, and I spent time in London just as Senator Nick spent time in Malaysia, and I can’t travel to Europe because there’s an arrest warrant on me. Do you favour the curtailment of asking questions about historical events?

Waleed Ali: Nice easy one to begin, would you – Anwar Ibrahim: Of course I don’t. I know, I know your clique, the late Roger Garaudy, the great French intellectual, had to suffer the same ordeal. I mean, he was just questioning and of course in France you can condemn God but you can’t criticise the Holocaust, I mean, question the Holocaust. I mean, I think you talk
about the liberal tradition, you must allow, not of course to abuse, to insult race or religion, but you must allow for a discourse, and I do not share that view at all, and you are right the fact that you use laws to forbid even a healthy discussion discourse. I, having said that, I must say that I believe that it did happen. I am clearly against Hitler and his atrocities – no question about it – against the Jews or minorities, but to deny the right to even engage in a discussion discourse, to me, is unacceptable.

Waleed Ali: Can I just – a follow-up to that. You say, for example, there shouldn’t be hate speech. The argument, particularly in Europe is that something like Holocaust denial in and of itself amounts to hate speech because it only exists in connection with a political agenda that legitimises what happened, and in some senses would like to see it happen again. I’m not suggesting that is necessarily the attitude of this particular questioner but that’s very much the reasoning that prevails particularly in Europe given the historical memory of that episode. Is there any circumstance in which you would accept that that sort of curtailment needs to happen given the social circumstances that exist in a particular country?

Anwar Ibrahim: Waild, that’s right, but the law must be clear and consistent with any attempt to preach hatred either to minorities or religion. But they should not deny the possibility of questions to be raised. In the specific case of Roger Garaudy, the great French intellectual, was some of the basic questions raised. I disagree with Amadinejad, for example, the Holocaust denier, and I think to me is quite absurd his contention-position which the new Iranian president tries to adjust. OK? But my point is should you use these laws specific to one case and then to deny any possibility of a discussion or discourse, and that is my position, and I don’t believe you should deny the right to be able to engage in healthy, vibrant discourse.

Anwar, Fred and Waleed: By David Brockschmidt, Adelaide, 23 October 2013

Dr Anwar Ibrahim, Malaysia’s opposition leader and human rights activist wants freedom of expression and democracy for Malaysia.

Dr Fredrick Toben wants freedom of speech, freedom of historical and scientific research and the right to publish his findings without being persecuted and prosecuted. Waleed Ali, the so-called voice of Islam in Australia, which he is not, wants us all to fit in to the political correct straight jacket in our so-called multicultural world. Multiculturalism has failed dramatically, especially in Great Britain, Germany, France and other countries world-wide. This failure has been addressed by the leaders in these countries.

Waleed is a man who goes with the flow and that’s why he has become the establishment’s minority posterboy. Waleed knows political correctness is a big lie, but he also knows that politics is always the art of the possible.

The mantra here is clear: if you can’t beat them, join them. That is the Australian and western way of life today.

Dr Fredrick Toben and Dr Anwar Ibrahim are doing the exact opposite. They don’t go with the flow because only dead fish go with the flow. The price for their dissent they are paying is very high indeed. Character assassination by the traditional enemy and their hate towards people who speak their mind is limitless.

Whistleblowers and truth-seekers are not welcome in our brave new shopping world today. Freedom of speech means to be able to ask questions and to speak out freely without fear of persecution and prosecution. Freedom of speech does not exist anywhere worldwide except in the USA where it is the First Amendment to the Constitution, but the Neo-Cons are happily chiselling away at it – with limited success, as addressed in their doctrine: The New American Century.

Julian Assange, Bradley Manning and Edward Snowdon are the prime examples here. If you address the crimes against humanity and war crimes of our so-called traditional enemy you are hero in shining armour. However, if you address our own war crimes and crimes against humanity, then you are labelled a terrorist and traitor who has to be hunted down and taken out. George W Bush’s mantra remains valid today: If you are not with us, you are with the terrorists.

Freedom of speech is the right to tell others what they don’t want to hear. Freedom of expression also includes the asking of questions that individuals are afraid to answer, or to which they have no answer.

Oh, Voltaire, where are you today – we need you so badly: I do not agree with what you have to say, but I’ll defend to the death your right to say it.

Finally, we should note that Dr Anwar Ibrahim is mistaken when he labels the former President of the Islamic Republic of Iran, Dr Mahmoud Ahmadinejad a ‘Holocaust denier’. Dr Ahmadinejad never denied anything but what he said was: ‘If it’s true what really happened to the Jews in World War Two, then the Palestinians should not pay the price for it.’ Also, Ahmadinejad did not call for the destruction of Israel but for a secular state in Palestine where Jews, Christians and Muslims and other religious minorities have equal rights and duties. This means the dissolution of the Zionist regime. I believe any decent person should agree with Dr Ahmadinejad’s comment, especially in regard to the genocide the Zionists are perpetrating against the Palestinians.
Pastor John Hagee speaks: ‘We are soon leaving Planet Earth’

THE FINAL BATTLE OF THE WILLS: Jews v Non-Jews?

From October 2013 onwards just another six months...
...all about the coming secret Rapture for the Chosen People...
’A moon is a signal to Israel – a sun is a message to the world...’

Setting the stage for Tribulation: The Gog-Magog War

Ron Hall

The NO RAPTURE Four Coming Blood Moons of John Hagee

Published on Oct 21, 2013

In this video I present absolute irrefutable proof that John Hagee's new "Four Coming Blood Moons" prophecy completely destroys his own "Rapture" doctrine! To assist me in this endeavor I use only HIS sermons, HIS prophecy Bible, and HIS brand spanking new "The Four Coming Blood Moons" book and nothing else.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9bmZ6V_SLM

The Coming FOUR Blood Moons

Published on Apr 5, 2013

The coming Tetrad of blood moons with a solar eclipse beginning in April of 2014

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrObwDtYBrq

Hagee: ‘..USA Home to the JEWS...’

‘... Jewish people still the apple of God’s eye – 1492 – 1948 – 1967 ...they will never be removed from the land again. I am simply saying, the Iranians, the Russians, the Arab uprising – it’s not going to remove Israel. God Almighty is going to defend Israel Himself’.

The Coming Four Blood Moons 1-2

Published on Jan 17, 2013

Joel 2:31 The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.

Four Blood Moons by Pastor Mark Blitz

http://youtu.be/mIXCQptveb4

Prophecy in the News Prophecy in the News: Eclipses and the Second Coming

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lL0dv_... Gary and J.R. are joined by Pastor Mark Blitz as they discuss solar and lunar eclipses. Do they have a prophetic meaning? Is there a correspondence with the Jewish feasts?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1aYAFziZJs

Blood Moon Prophecy 2014 - 2015

Published on Jul 3, 2013


You are correct, astrology IS pagan, but not astronomy. Gen 1:14 "And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for SIGNS, and for seasons, and for days, and years." God didn't just put the planets, stars, and sun in the heavens just to look pretty. He put them in the heavens to determine signs, seasons, days, and years.
Another end times date for all the doomsayers now pegging this as the 'real' end. LOL! We'll see.........

**ginty777** 1 week ago

I'm not rapture date setting. I just look at the trends and the Jewish feasts and hope that the rapture comes soon. Nobody is putting a date to the rapture. It's all speculative.

**ginty777** 1 week ago

Can't give you a yes or a no because I don't know. All I do is just look at the trends and HOPE for the rapture to be soon. It's all speculative.

**HumanitysAdvocate** 1 week ago

So the "antichrist" will come into power, establish the covenant AND in record time the Temple at Jerusalem will get rebuilt - all "over night"? Hardly. That irrational. Rapture date setters will ALWAYS be wrong. And you think if anyone can figure this all out that Satan could easily do so as well and disrupt Biblical prophesy? Hello - earth to knuckles heads! The interval between Christ and "antichrist" is UNKNOWN - could be in 5 minutes, could 500 years. Your eschatology is seriously flawed.

**Brendon Stevens** 1 week ago

So your saying the rapture is 2014 give me a yes or no,

**jammedMedia** 1 week ago

interesting...

**Guelli Macauley** 2 weeks ago

Jesus is coming back very soon. Get ready to it.

**ginty777** 1 month ago

If you look at the Feast of Trumpets, which is the Jewish new year, it is "officially" a two day event, but it cannot really end until two Jewish officials sees the new moon. Nobody knows the day or hour when the new moon will be seen. When it is seen it happens at the "twinkling of an eye", which is a Jewish idiom for twilight. When it IS seen, the final trumpet blast of the shofar is blown called the Tekiah Gadolah. Does this sound familiar? (1 cor 15:51-52 and Matt 24:36).

[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZG_ttcx_jw](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZG_ttcx_jw)

**HYPING UP THE EVIL GERMANS’ INTENTION TO HARM JEWS**

...never questioning their Talmud-inspired behaviour towards others

****

**82 attacks in four years on German synagogues**

Official figure may be too low; most incidents involve daubing of Nazi slogans

**By JTA** October 21, 2013, 4:19 pm 0

BERLIN – There were 82 reported attacks on synagogues in Germany from 2008 to 2012, according to a report requested by Left Party legislator and Bundestag Vice President Petra Pau.

But the reported number may actually be too low: An investigation by Germany’s main Jewish weekly, the Juedische Allgemeine, showed that several notable incidents were not included in the report from the German Interior Ministry that was released last week, including an attack on the Dresden synagogue in 2012, as well as desecration of synagogue property in Regensburg and Wuppertal that same year.

Most of the reported cases involved property damage and graffiti featuring banned Nazi slogans.

According to the report, the main perpetrators are far-right extremists, credited with more than 90 percent of the incidents, though some cases originate in Muslim circles.

The lowest number of reported incidents was in 2010, with nine cases; and the peak over the past five years was in 2008, with 21 reported incidents. Most of the incidents occurred in the former West German states of North-Rhine Westfalia and Rheinland-Pfalz.

Pau told the Allgemeine that attacks on synagogues are the "tip of the iceberg" when it comes to anti-Semitic crimes in Germany.

[http://www.timesofisrael.com/82-attacks-in-four-years-on-german-synagogues/](http://www.timesofisrael.com/82-attacks-in-four-years-on-german-synagogues/)
HYPING UP THE EVIL PALESTINIANS’ INTENTION TO HARM JEWS
...never questioning the behaviour of Jews

***

Former Shin Bet head warns of ‘Palestinian Spring’
Yuval Diskin says conditions in place for a massive uprising in West Bank;
urges inclusion of Egypt and Jordan in peace talks

By Lazar Berman October 21, 2013, 2:27 pm

Amid rumors of Israeli-Palestinian peace talks hitting an impasse, and two days after Hamas called for a new violent uprising against Israel, a former head of the Shin Bet security agency warned Monday of the likelihood of a “Palestinian Arab Spring.”

“All of the conditions exist in our situation for the Palestinian masses to rise up,” Yuval Diskin told a conference at the Finance Ministry’s Budget Division. “In the West Bank, the intense tension and frustration is worsening among the Palestinians, who feel that their land is being stolen from them, that the state they strive for is getting further away, and the economy is no longer something that they can take comfort in.”

Diskin also called for Israel’s neighbors to be given an active role in the negotiations with the Palestinians.

“We must bring in Egypt and Jordan to the early stages of the negotiation process. Their entrance into this story will give [Palestinian President Mahmoud] Abbas legitimacy to make critical decisions.”

Diskin struck a pessimistic note about Israelis’ confidence in the prospects of peace with the Palestinians. “It is also clear,” he said, that there was no chance of the Israeli public demanding a push for the peace process, “at least according to the political picture that emerges at the moment.”

The comments come three months into renewed peace talks between Israel and the Palestinian Authority. Only US Secretary of State John Kerry is authorized to report on progress at the negotiations, but insiders have been quoted repeatedly in Israeli and Palestinian media as saying that little headway is being made and no breakthrough appears imminent, and each side is blaming the other for the impasse.

Still, on Saturday Abbas told German TV that peace talks were moving ahead, and on Sunday chief Israeli negotiator Tzipi Livni said she was confident in the talks.

The negotiations have come under scrutiny from both sides recently, with some Palestinians officials publicly branding them as fruitless and some Israeli politicians calling to suspend them in the wake of a series of terror attacks in the West Bank over the last month. Nonetheless, reports Monday said Netanyahu would be approving the second of four phases of Palestinian prisoner releases next week, as agreed within the framework of the renewed talks.

On Saturday, the Gaza-based Hamas Prime Minister Ismail...
Haniyeh called for Palestinians to wage a “popular uprising” in the West Bank. Urging a renewal of intifada “resistance,” Haniyeh praised the “heroic martyrs” responsible for a series of recent terrorist attacks in the West Bank, in which two soldiers were killed, a retired army colonel was bludgeoned to death, and a nine-year-old girl was shot and lightly injured. In the latest suspected terrorist attack, on Thursday, a Palestinian man rammed a tractor through the gate of an army base north of Jerusalem and was shot dead by IDF forces.

Haviv Rettig Gur contributed to this report.

http://www.timesofisrael.com/former-shin-bet-head-warns-of-palestinian-spring/

JEWSH CENSORSHIP – bending to Jewish pressure
The Death of Civilisations – the Slave State - asking Questions is a Crime ...
... DO AS WE SAY – forthwith & continue to live on a lie!
***
Amazon, anti-Semitism and Holocaust Denial
October 19, 2013 by J-Wire Staff

The World Jewish Congress has written to online book retailer Amazon urging them to remove books promoting anti-Semitism, Holocaust denial and White Supremacy. WJC executive vice-president Robert Singer wrote the following letter to Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos:

‘It has come to our attention that Amazon.com is selling books that deny the Holocaust and promote anti-Semitism and white supremacy. According to reports and our own investigation, these materials are even available to customers in countries such as France, Germany and Austria, where Holocaust denial is a crime and such texts are banned.

Amazon’s own policy on offensive materials states: “What we deem offensive is probably about what you would expect. This includes items such as crime-scene photos or human organs and body parts. Amazon.com reserves the right to determine the appropriateness of items sold on our site. Also, be aware of cultural differences and sensitivities. Some items may be acceptable ...for decades Freemasons at their monthly meeting have, with a hearty ‘Hitler salute’ to their worshipful master, called for a re-building of King Solomon’s Temple – that’s why they ‘have come from the East to go to the West to look for that which we have lost’, i.e.

in one country, but unacceptable in another. Please keep in mind our global community of customers.”

No one should profit from the sale of such vile and offensive hate literature [excepting the Holocaust industry’s books that endlessly spout forth German hatred – ed. AI.]. Many Holocaust survivors are deeply offended by the fact that the world’s largest online retailer is making money from selling such material. We are shocked and disgusted that Amazon has not yet removed these items, which came to light in news reports on October 14. Please remove these items forthwith.’


you can claim that an act of plunder/stealing is merely an act of looking for lost things... mistakes are made, 'shit happens!' Will the Muslim world passively stand by if and when it happens? – ed. AI.

Israel to build synagogue at al-Aqsa Mosque
NBD/MP/PR, PressTV, Sunday Oct 20, 2013 4:09PM GMT

A recent report says the Israeli regime is planning to build a synagogue in the al-Aqsa Mosque compound in East al-Quds (Jerusalem) as part of its efforts to further Judaize the occupied Palestinian territories, Press TV reports. According to the report recently published by the al-Aqsa Foundation and based on the information leaked from the Israeli Knesset, the plan will divide the compound, taking one-fifth for the Jews in order for them to perform their religious rituals there. Senior officials from the Palestinian resistance movement, Hamas, have spoken out against the move, calling for a large-scale intervention from Arab states. Leader of the Hamas Political Bureau Khaled Mashal stated that the measure is part of the Tel Aviv regime’s strategy to demolish al-Aqsa Mosque and eradicate Islamic history of the site. Speaking in a televised speech on Saturday, Hamas Prime Minister Ismail Haniyeh condemned Israel’s efforts to Judaize al-Quds and the al-Aqsa Mosque.
He also censured Israel’s expansionist policies and the regime’s crimes against the Palestinian nation, saying the liberation of Palestine is a national duty. Political analyst Ahmad Rafiq Award has told Press TV that the Israeli’s move to build a synagogue at the al-Aqsa Mosque is unlikely to provoke any reactions from Arabs given the ongoing crises in their countries.

“The Israeli authorities have conducted these plans in a surreptitious way and in small steps in order to brainwash the Jews, and people from the Arab states. By taking one-fifth to begin with, they will start to falsify the history on the ground,” he said.

“They will use these plans in an attempt to unify secular Jews, who are in dispute about demolishing al-Aqsa (Mosque). It is also very unlikely that Arab states will intervene while they are dealing with their revolutions and internal issues,” the analyst pointed out.

Over the past decades, Israel has tried to change demographic makeup of al-Quds by constructing illegal settlements, destroying historical sites and expelling the local Palestinian population. Palestinians are seeking to create an independent state on the territories of the West Bank, East al-Quds, and the Gaza Strip and are demanding Israel to withdraw from the occupied Palestinian territories. Tel Aviv, however, has refused to return to the 1967 borders and is unwilling to discuss the issue of al-Quds.

http://www.presstv.ir/detail/2013/10/20/330392/israel-to-build-synagogue-in-alaqsa/

...and when someone asks questions and refuses to bend to Jewish pressure....

**German court quashes appeal by Holocaust-denying bishop**

*Agence France-Presse, September 23, 2013*

A German court on Monday threw out an appeal by a British bishop convicted in a high-profile case for denying key facts about the Holocaust.

The appeal, which opened at a court in the southern Bavarian city of Regensburg without Bishop Richard Williamson present, marked the fifth round of court proceedings in the case.

"The appeal was rejected," court spokesman Johann Piendl told AFP. The 73-year-old bishop was convicted of incitement to hatred after telling Swedish television in a 2009 broadcast that "200,000 to 300,000 Jews perished in Nazi concentration camps" and disputing the existence of Nazi gas chambers.

His lawyer argued the conviction should be quashed as the bishop had expected the interview to be aired only in Sweden, where denying the Holocaust is not a crime. But the actual interview took place in Regensburg and it is illegal in Germany to deny the Nazis murdered six million Jews during World War II.

Two courts handed him fines, but these were later quashed due to procedural problems, before a further court fined him 1,800 euros ($2,431) in January.

While still a member of a breakaway ultra-conservative Catholic fraternity, the Society of Saint Pius X Society, Williamson also hit the headlines in 2009 when the then pope, Benedict XVI, reversed his excommunication in a bid to bridge a rift with the organisation. Benedict later said he would not have made such a move if he had known about Williamson’s views on the Holocaust.

Williamson was expelled from the fraternity of traditionalists last year after it said he had disobeyed and disrespected his superiors for several years.

bur-dlc/fz/mfp
Copyright AFP, 2013.


Bloomberg ‘flattered’ by inaugural $1 million ‘Jewish Nobel Prize’

*By Julie Wiener  October 21, 2013 3:00pm*

On Monday, at a news conference scheduled to announce the consolidation of New York City vehicles, Bloomberg said he was "flattered" to have received what is being called the "Jewish Nobel Prize" but acknowledged, "I don't need the money."

Bloomberg, who reportedly is worth $31 billion, said he would probably donate the money to a cause in the Middle East.

---

New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg, shown here at the National Tennis Center on Aug. 26, 2013, was named the first winner of the Genesis Prize. Matthew Stockman/Getty Images.

NEW YORK (JTA) — In August, New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg told New York magazine, “Wouldn’t it be great if we could get all the Russian billionaires to move here?”

Today, the Russian billionaires — or at least some Jewish ones — returned the compliment, naming Bloomberg the first winner of the Genesis Prize.

The new $1 million prize, administered by a partnership that includes the Genesis Philanthropy Group and the Israeli government, is intended to show “the importance of Jewish values to the fulfillment of human potential and to the betterment of the world,” and to highlight that importance to strengthen Jewish identity and combat assimilation among younger Jews.

On Monday, at a news conference scheduled to announce the consolidation of New York City vehicles, Bloomberg said he was “flattered” to have received what is being called the “Jewish Nobel Prize” but acknowledged, “I don’t need the money.”

Bloomberg, who reportedly is worth $31 billion, said he would probably donate the money to a cause in the Middle East.
"I want it to go for something unconventional that my foundation hasn't supported in the past," he said.

Bloomberg has supported Jewish causes in the past, including the dedication of a women and child center at Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem in honor of his late mother, and Magen David Adom, the emergency medical service. But the bulk of his philanthropy has been to non-Jewish causes, most notably his alma mater, Johns Hopkins University, to which he has donated more than $1 billion.

Wayne Firestone, the former Hillel International president who now runs the Genesis Prize Foundation, told JTA that Bloomberg is a "very sophisticated philanthropist who has made a huge impact globally and an outspoken friend of Israel."

Asked how the 71-year-old outgoing mayor will inspire young Jews, Firestone said Genesis will be embarking on a "process to introduce him to younger Jews" and arrange forums for him to interact with young Jews, although he acknowledged Bloomberg "hasn't planned his post-mayoral schedule."

Bloomberg will complete his third term as New York mayor at the end of the year.

The awarding of $1 million to a well-known public figure with a huge personal fortune spurred some head scratching and ridicule in the Jewish communal world. One foundation leader who asked not to be identified said in an email that the reaction in her office has been "one of some surprise."

Most had expected the prize "would bring into the light someone doing amazingly deep unknown work, someone who needs the prize to advance that work and perhaps someone better to relate to the very demographic the prize seeks to attract," she said.

Writing in The New Republic, Marc Tracy noted that awarding Bloomberg $1 million "is like giving the average U.S. household $1.56."

"The soon-to-be-ex-mayor is a great philanthropist," Tracy wrote.

"Which begs the question of whether the Genesis Philanthropy Group's $100 million endowment couldn't be put to wiser use."

But Ilia Salita, executive director of Genesis Philanthropy Group North America, said younger generations are inspired by innovation.

"There is hardly a better example of innovators than Bloomberg," Salita said.

Firestone and Salita declined to name the other finalists for the prize.

http://www.jta.org/2013/10/21/newsopinion/unitedstates/bloomberg-flattered-by-million-dollar-prize#ixzz2iQXLDAa2

---

**Israeli settlers storm al-Aqsa Mosque**

*PfressTV, Mon Oct 14, 2013 12:54PM GMT*

Dozens of extremist Israeli settlers have stormed the al-Aqsa Mosque in East al-Quds (Jerusalem) under army protection and raised Israeli flag inside the mosque, which is the third holiest site in Islam, reports say.

Local media reported that a group of settlers raised an Israeli flag while touring the mosque's compound on Monday. Reports also said that after the incident, Israeli police closed Magharbe Gate that leads to al-Aqsa Mosque compound for visitors. Police forces are also said to have removed the settlers from the area.

The latest incident comes after a similar event on September 18, when Israeli forces stormed the mosque compound, firing tear gas at Palestinian worshippers. Clashes reportedly broke out between the Israeli troops and the Palestinians after they attempted to prevent the worshippers, including women and children, from entering the mosque. In another similar incident earlier in September, the Israeli military used stun grenades to disperse Palestinian protesters inside the al-Aqsa compound after Friday Prayers, arresting 15 of them.

The al-Aqsa compound, which lies in the Israeli-occupied Old City of al-Quds, is a flashpoint. The compound, known to Jews as the Temple Mount, is the holiest site in Judaism. It is Islam's third-holiest site after Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia.


---

**Anniversary of the Sobibor extermination camp uprising recognised in exhibition at National Wine Centre**

*TIM LLOYD HERITAGE WRITER, THE ADVERTISER, ADELAIDE, OCTOBER 13, 2013 9:39PM*

REGINA Zielinski, 89, is the last known survivor in Australia of the Sobibor extermination camp uprising.

Seventy years ago on Monday, a group of 600 people overcame their German guards and ran through the gates of Sobibor, Poland, and into the surrounding forests.

As many as 250,000 of their fellow inmates had been gassed to death at Sobibor, and of those surviving 600, only 50 would escape altogether.

"Alexander Pechersky (the leader of the uprising) told us that even if one of us survived, we would be able to tell the story of Sobibor to the world," said Ms Zielinski.

She lives in Brighton and is now one of a handful of people in the world and the only one in Australia who can still remember Sobibor and tell that story.

Today, an exhibition devoted to her life story opens at the National Wine Centre on Hackney Rd until Friday.
**Pechersky** was a Jewish Russian Army PoW, one of a group who had been brought to the camp late in September 1943, after being captured at Minsk.

Regina Zielinski, the sole living survivor in Australia of the Sobibor extermination camp escape in World War II, at her Brighton home. *Source: Calum Robertson News Limited*

Ms Zielinski said that in just three weeks he had inspired inmates with his plan for the uprising. She was told the night before to make sure she was wearing all her clothes and to head through the main gates when the time came. Ms Zielinski had been brought to Sobibor with her family in 1942 from the Warsaw ghettos.

An officer asked if anyone could knit, and her mother pushed her forward. That was the last time she saw her parents, her four siblings and other family members, taken to the gas chambers for "disinfecting" and gassed to death by the exhaust of an engine.

The 17-year-old soon found out her family was dead.

"The next morning we were taken to the barracks and there were a lot of shoes there and a German guard picked up a pair of boots and said 'these will probably fit you'. They were my sister's."

The leaders of the uprising, Alexander Pechersky and the Polish-Jewish Leon Feldhendler, waited until the camp leader and the most brutal of the overseers were away from the camp to launch their plot, killing 11 German SS officers and a number of guards before the alarm was raised.

When the uprising was launched all 600 prisoners ran through the main gates. About 300 were shot as they fled or blown up by the minefield outside the main gates but once they were in the forest they were safe for the moment.

"The guards wouldn't come into the forest," said Regina. "They were scared of the forest."

"It was raining and wet and cold. Three of us just kept running and after that I knew where I was and we started walking each night time," she said.

But they walked in circles and eventually decided to walk during the day.

Regina owes her name to what happened next. She was actually named Riva Feldman, but a Christian Polish woman fed her and gave Regina her daughter's birth certificate and a crucifix.

"She said you must remember that you now have two mothers looking after you, my mother and Jesus's mother."

As Regina she made her way out of Poland to Germany, where life was somewhat safer as a Polish volunteer worker with a Christian birth certificate, and was in Frankfurt at the end of the war.

She kept her new name - "I didn't like my old name" - married Kazimierz, a Polish soldier, after the war and the family moved to Sydney in 1949.

In Sydney, and more recently in Adelaide, Regina never forgets the words of Pechersky, and has told thousands of school students about the terrible events of Sobibor.

The exhibition of her ordeal has been staged by Jewish Community Services and runs at the National Wine Centre until Friday.

Regina and Kazimir Zielinski in Germany about 1949.

The exhibition *Conversations with Regina* was developed with the assistance and support of Andrew Zielinski, Regina’s son, whose book of the same name was the inspiration and resource for all quotations and text utilised as part of the photographic exhibit and indeed provided the continuity for the pictorial story.

Jewish Community Services is indebted to Andrew Zielinski for so freely allowing his work to be reproduced as part of the homage to his mother’s remarkable life.

This exhibition is as much a tribute to Andrew’s desire to document his mother’s life as it is to Regina’s fortitude in having lived it.

The Board of Management
Jewish Community Services

Mrs Regina Zielinski with friends at the exhibition.

The daily routine for my mother’s group consisted of roll call, breakfast, filing back to their barrack and knitting. The only major punctuation of time and space, apart from witnessing brutal punishments and executions, was hearing transports enter the camp.

The original horse-drawn transports entering Sobibor were soon replaced by trains. These arrivals were inevitably witnessed by some inmates, who passed on the grim news to the rest of the workers in the camp.

The other very difficult sounds, acting as a constant reminder of the barbarity, were those emanating from the new arrivals on these transports: screams inevitably followed orders as the newer arrivals were marshalled into queues which were to be their last. My mother’s group had to sit and knit amongst this cacophony of horrific noises which formed a prelude to slaughter. As a coda, the Germans came in every morning to collect their half-dozen pairs of socks which had been knitted the day before.

Every day the prisoners had to endure not only the sounds and the stories of the transports arriving, but also the acrid smell of the smoke from the crematorium, as thousands of people were gassed, then burnt. Any rare glimpse of clear sky was obliterated within moments by the smoke of the crematorium.
Mr Peter Hartung, who visited the exhibition, did not inform Mrs Regina Zielinski of the latest Revisionist work that clearly contradicts her argument about homicidal gassings having taken place at Sobibor! Carolyn Yeager is currently discussing it and she calls her program: *Killing the Holocaust Myth*, see below.

---

50,000 people in prayer at the Western Wall for the spiritual leader Rabbi Ovadi Yosef
Published on Sep 29, 2013

Rabbi Ovadia Yosef founded the Shas movement in 1984 with four other Torah scholars to represent the interests of religiously observant Sephardic and Mizrahi Jewish communities. Shas is known for its Sephardic Jewish school system and its affiliated political faction. Now that Rabbi Ovadia Yosef's condition has left him on a respirator in the ICU, there has been bickering among those who wish to inherit the leadership of the political party.

Speaking of his 93-year-old father's condition, Rabbi David said that "Rabbi Chaim Ovadia Yosef made it through the night and his condition is stable, but is still rocky and very hard." As is customary in cases of life-threatening illnesses, the name "Chaim" (meaning "life" in Hebrew) has been added to Rabbi Yosef's name, and his family have asked people to continue praying for Ovadia Chaim ben Georgia.

A spokesman for Hadassah Ein Kerem Hospital has announced that Rabbi Ovadia Yosef's condition remains serious to critical, but continues to be stable.

The Torah scholar's medical staff noted that during the course of the Saturday night several positive changes took place. The staff said, "this morning, the attending medical staff will meet to determine further treatment. The Rabbi is in the Intensive Care Unit in Hadassah Ein Kerem Hospital in Jerusalem."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2T7k5yg5sPQ
Rav Ovadia Yosef's Funeral - 7 October 2013
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGovDiLcmR4
Most respected and dear Herr Hitler:
You have every right to be surprised at this intrusion having seen with your own eyes how difficult it is for me to speak. But I cannot resist the urge to address a few words to you. I view this, however, as an entirely one-sided act, i.e. I do not expect an answer from you. I have been wondering why it was you of all people, you who are so extraordinary in awakening people from sleep and humdrum routines, who recently gave me a longer and more refreshing sleep than I have experienced since that fateful day in August 1914 when I was first struck down by this insidious sickness. Now I believe I understand that it is precisely this that characterizes and defines your being: the true awakener is at the same time the bestower of peace. You are not at all, as you have been described to me, a fanatic. The fanatic inflames the mind, you warm the heart. The fanatic wants to overwhelm people with words, you wish to convince, only to convince them—and that is why you are successful. Indeed, I would also describe you as the opposite of a politician, in the commonly accepted sense of the word, for the essence of all politics is membership of a party, whereas with you all parties disappear, consumed by the heat of your love for the fatherland. It was, I think, the misfortune of our great Bismarck that he became, as fate would have it (by no means through innate predisposition), a little too involved in politics. May you be spared this fate. You have immense achievements ahead of you, but for all your strength of will I do not regard you as a violent man. You know Goethe's distinction between force and force. There is the force that stems from and in turn leads to chaos, and there is the force which shapes the universe.... It is this creative sense that I mean when I number you among the constructive men rather than those who are violent.
Bayreuth, den 7. Oktober 1923.
Sehr geehrter und lieber Herr Hitler.

Sie haben alles Recht, diesen Überfall nicht zu erwarten, haben Sie doch mit eigenen Augen erlebt, I constantly ask myself whether the poverty of political instinct for which Germans are so often blamed may not be symptomatic of a much deeper talent for state-building. In any case the German's organizational skills are unsurpassed and his scientific capacity is unequalled. In the essay Politische Ideale I pinned my hopes on this. The ideal kind of politics is to have none. But this non-politics must be frankly acknowledged and forced upon the world through the exercise of power. Nothing will be achieved so long as the parliamentary system dominates; for this the Germans have, God knows, not a spark of talent! I consider its prevalence to be the greatest misfortune; it can only drag us continually into the mire and ruin every plan for a healthy and revitalized fatherland. But I am digressing, for I wanted only to speak of you. That you brought me peace is related very much to a hand: it grips and holds a person; and you have the singular quality of being able to focus your words on one particular listener at any given moment. As for your hands, they are so expressive in their movement that they rival your eyes. Such a man brings rest to a poor suffering spirit! Especially when he is dedicated to the service of the fatherland. My faith in Germandom has never wavered for a moment, though my hopes had, I confess, reached a low ebb. At one blow you have transformed the state of my soul. That Germany in its hour of greatest need has given birth to a Hitler is proof of vitality; your actions offer further evidence, for a man's personality and actions belong together. That the magnificent Ludendorff openly supports you and embraces your movement: what a wonderful combination! I was able to sleep without a care. Nothing caused me to awaken again. May God protect you!

FAITH IN GERMANDOM!
Houston Stewart Chamberlain:
Letter to Hitler October 7, 1923

This is truly one of the most amazing letters in German history. Houston Stewart Chamberlain, one the leading nationalist philosophers in Germany and a key part of Richard Wagner's circle, hails Hitler as the new leader of Germany in 1923. It shows the depth of Hitler's support in German nationalist circles even in 1923.
The exact text follows in English and original German

Most respected and dear Herr Hitler:
You have every right to be surprised at this intrusion having seen with your own eyes how difficult it is for me to speak. But I cannot resist the urge to address a few words to you. I view this, however, as an entirely one-sided act, i.e. I do not expect an answer from you. I have been wondering why it was you of all people, you who are so extraordinary in awakening people from sleep and humdrum routines, who recently gave me a longer and more refreshing sleep than I have experienced since that fateful day in August 1914 when I was first struck down by this insidious sickness. Now I believe I understand that it is precisely this that characterizes and defines your being: the true awakener is at the same time the bestower of peace. You are not at all, as you have been described to me, a fanatic. The fanatic inflames the mind, you warm the heart. The fanatic wants to overwhelm people with words, you wish to convince, only to convince them—and that is why you are successful. Indeed, I would also describe you as the opposite of a politician, in the commonly accepted sense of the word, for the essence of all politics is membership of a party, whereas with you all parties disappear, consumed by the heat of your love for the fatherland. It was, I think, the misfortune of our great Bismarck that he became, as fate would have it (by no means through innate predisposition), a little too involved in politics. May you be spared this fate. You have immense achievements ahead of you, but for all your strength of will I do not regard you as a violent man. You know Goethe's distinction between force and force. There is the force that stems from and in turn leads to chaos, and there is the force which shapes the universe.... It is this creative sense that I mean when I number you among the constructive men rather than those who are violent.

Bayreuth, den 7. Oktober 1923.
Sehr geehrter und lieber Herr Hitler.

Sie haben alles Recht, diesen Überfall nicht zu erwarten, haben Sie doch mit eigenen Augen erlebt,
ganz einseitig — d. h. ich erwarte keine Antwort von Ihnen.

Es hat meine Gedanken beschäftigt, wieso grade Sie, der Sie in so seltemem Grade ein Erwecker der Seele aus Schlaf und Schleindran sind, mir einen so langen erquickenden Schlaf neulich schenkten, wie ich einen ähnlichen nicht erlebt habe seit dem verhängnisvollen Augusttag 1914, wo das tückische Leiden mich befiel. Jetzt glaube ich einzusehen, daß dies grade Ihr Wesen bezeichnet und sozusagen umschließt: der wahre Erwecker ist zugleich Spender der Ruhe.

Sie sind ja gar nicht, wie Sie mir geschildert worden sind, ein Fanatiker, vielmehr möchte ich Sie als den unmittelbaren Gegensatz eines Fanatikers bezeichnen. Der Fanatiker erhitzyt die Köpfe, Sie erwärmen die Herzen. Der Fanatiker will überreden, Sie wollen überzeugen, nur überzeugen — und darum gelingt es Ihnen auch; ja, ich möchte Sie ebenfalls für das Gegenteil eines Politikers — dieses Wort im landläufigen Sinne aufgefaßt — erklären, denn die Asche aller Politik ist die Parteiangehörigkeit, während bei Ihnen alle Parteien verschwinden, aufgezehrt von der Glut der Vaterlandsie. Es war, meine ich, das Unglück unseres großen Bismarck, daß er durch den Gang seiner Schicksals — beliebe nicht durch angeborene Anlagen — ein bißchen zu sehr mit dem politischen Leben verwickelt ward. Möchte Ihnen dieses Los erspart bleiben!


In solchem kosmosbildenden Sinne meine ich es, wenn ich Sie zu den auferbauenden, nicht zu den gewaltsamen Menschen gezählt wissen will.


Aber, ich weiche ab von meinem Thema, denn ich wollte nur von Ihnen sprechen. Daß Sie mir Ruhe gaben, liegt sehr viel an Ihrem Auge und an Ihren Handgebärden. Ihr Auge ist gleichsam mit Händen begabt, es erfaßt den Menschen und hält ihn fest, und es ist Ihnen eigentümlich, in jedem Augenblick die Rede an einen Besonderen unter Ihren Zuhörern zu richten — das bemerke ich als durchaus charakteristisch. Und was die Hände anbetrifft, sie sind so ausdrucksstark in ihren Bewegungen, daß sie hierin mit Augen wetteifern. Solch ein Mann kann schon einem armen geplagten Geist Ruhe spenden!

Und nun gar, wenn er dem Dienste des Vaterlandes gewidmet ist.


Houston Stewart Chamberlain.

***

NOTE: BRIEF STATEMENT OF PUBLICATIONS PRINCIPLES

The World Future Fund serves as a source of documentary material, reading lists and internet links from different points of view that we believe have historical significance. The publication of this material is in no way whatsoever an endorsement of these viewpoints by the World Future Fund, unless explicitly stated by us. As our web site makes very clear, we are totally opposed to ideas such as racism, religious intolerance and communism. However, in order to combat such evils, it is necessary to understand them by means of the study of key documentary material. For a more detailed statement of our publications standards click here.

******

Hans Jürgen Syberberg

Winifred Wagner Die Geschichte des Hauses Wahnfried von 1914-1975
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=–MmBlDG62z4
Killing the Holocaust Myth

Published on October 5, 2013 by Carolyn in Saturday Afternoon with Carolyn Yeager

The new revisionist book The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion Reinhardt” has been put online and it contains enough ammunition to “kill the holohoax dead,” but lies don’t seem to die as long as a world media monopoly exists that wants to keep them on life support. It takes getting the word out and too many White European activists still want to stay far away from “the holocaust,” pretending they just don’t understand it! Well, the authors Carlo Mattogno, Thomas Kues and Jürgen Graf have laid it out in a very readable, even entertaining, free online book, so there are no longer any excuses. Some points made during the program:

* This 1500-page work is a response to a 570-page work written by the five Holocaust Controversies clowns against our author’s previous separate books on Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor;
* This work has brought forth a “conspicuous mass of new documents” and “many new arguments more solid than those published before”;
* Mattogno says this book marks “the end of the legend of the “Aktion Reinhardt” extermination camps (falsely called “Reinhard” by the holohoaxers), and also their last word on it;
* Graf says 3 groups have a vested interest in keeping “the holocaust” alive – they are 1) Zionist Jews, 2) Poles and 3) the Western Allies + Soviet Union;
* Polish underground “hero” and Georgetown U. professor Jan Karski (Kozielewski) managed to lift himself from an ordinary lieutenant in the Polish Army to “the man who tried to stop the Holocaust” by telling lies about what he saw;

Günter Deckert on the German Elections, Asylum Seekers, the EU and Energy

Published on October 19, 2013 by Carolyn in Saturday Afternoon with Carolyn Yeager

the immigrants of whom over 25% of those under 25 years are unemployed;
* Asylum-seekers increasingly come from North Africa where strong leaders have been deposed, encouraging civil war to rage (not by accident?);
* Cost so far of the “National-Socialist Underground” Prozess (investigation and trial) is 20 million euro, yet murder weapon still presents a problem;
* Jewish newspapers are government-subsidized and Jews continue to up their demands for money;
* Atomic Energy ban in favor of Wind/Sun is making energy more expensive – average user pays 200 euro a year more than before.

Email Günter at: guenter.deckert@gmx.de

Download the Program:

*Karski invented the story of “death by quick lime in rail cars” at Belzec rather than gas chambers – a story that has since been buried along with so many others;

*Killing the Holocaust Myth, Part 2

Published on October 12, 2013 by Carolyn

Carolyn continues examining the new revisionist book The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion Reinhardt” by Carlo Mattogno, Jürgen Graf and Thomas Kues. Chapter 5, “The Führer Order and the Alleged NS Extermination Policy” exposes the lies, plagiarism and bad faith behind the “Five Bloggers” attack on our revisionists’ previous work on Aktion Reinhardt. They claim N-S intent to exterminate every Jew in Europe! A few highlights:

*The UN Statement on December 17, 1942 that condemned “Hitler’s bestial policy of cold-blooded extermination” of Europe’s Jews, admittedly based on reports without any proof, was pushed by Jews to the various governments.

Download: http://thewhitenetwork.com/data/audio/tWn_Saturday_Afternoon_with_Carolyn_Yeager_20131005.mp3

*The word Sonderbehandlung (Special Treatment) was not removed from the Korherr Report (as supposedly requested by Himmler);

*Attempts to prove an N-S policy of extermination by Mass Starvation fall flat; likewise with turning a reprisal policy for partisan terrorism into Jewish Extermination;

*Killing the Holocaust Myth, Part 3

Published on October 15, 2013 by Carolyn

Image: German troops in 1941 stopped before a German-posted sign that warns of “Partisans – Danger” and “hold (yourself) ready.” [For an enlarged view, go here.]

Carolyn takes selections from Carlo Mattogno’s chapter 5 and 6 in The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion Reinhardt” that deal with Holocauster’s claims of “decimation by labor;” “local exterminations” which took place before the “final solution” was given by Hitler allegedly between Dec. 7 and 14, 1941 (Pearl Harbor!); Himmler’s order to shoot the Jews in Pinsk; Hitler’s comments to Hungary’s Horthy on “burning his bridges” and Jews likened to bacilli and pests. Some other important points:

In the occupied territories, the Germans needed to direct the Jews from the countryside into the cities (ghettos) to lessen the danger of partisan activity;

By far, most of the shootings in the Soviet Union and Poland consisted of reprisals for guerrilla terrorism against Wehrmacht troops and supplies;

The “Lorpicrin gassing” shows the kind of fake stories that are accepted by orthodox holocaust historians;

Eichmann’s testimony for “gassings” at Chelmno, Treblinka or Belzec, used by holocausters, is useless because contradictory;

German ministers serving in the East had difficulty finding a way to deal with their dangerous Jews, as they could often not be sent somewhere else;

Mattogno shows that Poles and Serbs were shot for partisan activity along with Jews – it was not a policy aimed at Jews alone;

Hitler, in his meetings with Hungary’s Horthy in 1944, used the word “decay”, not “exterminate,” in referring to the fate of the Jews who would not work.

Download: http://thewhitenetwork.com/data/audio/tWn_The_Heretics_Hour_20131014.mp3
Killing the Holocaust Myth, Part 4
– “Where They Went”

by Carolyn in The Heretics' Hour

Published on October 22, 2013

Thomas Kues' very important chapter 7 titled "Where They Went; Reality of Resettlement" from The "Extermination Camps" of "Aktion Reinhardt" is looked at as well as time allows. The hypothesis the three revisionists draw from the evidence is that when the war was coming to an end, and for several years afterward, Josef Stalin (right) engineered the "disappearance" of hundreds of thousands to over a million non-Soviet, non-Russian speaking "foreign" Jews into concentration camps in Siberia from whence they did not return. Highlights:

*The plan of the National-Socialists to deport Europe's Jews into ghettos in the occupied East (until a permanent place of resettlement could be found after the war) is documented;

*Jewish detainees able to work were in demand as labor in the armaments industry and for infrastructure work near the Front as much as possible, as were Prisoners of War;

*The only Jews that were "liberated" in 1945 were those in camps in Germany proper;

*The deported Jews in the Soviet Union were further deported by Stalin (according to Jewish news reports) to Siberian Gulags and became "unpersons";

*Stalin benefited most from the myth of the "Nazi" gas chambers, and even his anti-Stalinist successors would not question it because it upholds the Russian "good guy" history.

January 27th has become "International Day of Commemoration for Victims of the Holocaust" – more about that next week.

Download:
http://thewhitenetwork.com/data/audio/tWn_The_Heretics_Hour_20131021.mp3

REMEMBER: 'In my mind it was true'!

Another holocaust hoax story: Herman Rosenblatt

 Uploaded on Jul 21, 2010
Counter frozen by YouTube. Alien logic and psychology destroying human civilization - Herman Rosenblatt: It is true in my imagination, therefore it is true (Source:GMA)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQbfnATjpoc

***

Holocaust Testimonies You DIDN'T see in Hollywood

Having being taught not to question anything relating to the Official story of the 'Holocaust' I was always weary of going near such a sensitive subject but when you start researching the subject you begin to realize the official story learnt from school onwards contains many flaws. Such as in this video. Why would the Germans provide entertainment and payment to people who are in what we're told are death camps. It doesn't make sense like so much of the official history we're told...

Wherever the truth may be, it's certain that this part of history is being used to extort money from the west while at the same time, used as a guilt weapon to make westerners accept certain destructive nation destroying policies. If we question anything we are hit over the head with this baton.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAQqbzbzsgMY

Remember:

The Holocaust-Shoah has no reality in space and time, only in memory!

+-----------